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What is a TCMS system?
2009

v0.13-1.svn1294 (Feb 12 2009)
-----------------------------
- initial packaging
$ git show 40003d9

commit 40003d927bfc3e8be974a0c4620fa93fd...
Author: jianchen <jianchen@redhat.com>
Date:   Wed Nov 19 16:25:45 2014 +0800

Inital nitrate
My 1st PR from 2016 is still open

- In-house development
- In-house releases
- In-house Docker images
2017 == Kiwi TCMS

- Fork
- Develop
- Fork (again)
Meet the Kiwi TCMS team

Alexander Todorov - project lead
Alex is a senior QA engineer with Red Hat and open source Python hacker with 10+ years of experience. He loves everything open source, public speaking, cooking with wine and riding fast motorcycles!

Anton Sankov - software engineer
Tony is a developer at PaySafe by day and core contributor to Kiwi TCMS by night. He is enthusiastic about DevOps and Agile and believer in cryptocurrency!

Ivaylo Ivanov - software engineer
Ivo is an aspiring developer and a quick learner from Vratsa Software Community. He is still in school and had already participated in several hackathons and hosted workshops at big conferences!

Rayna Stankova - team coach
Reny is a director for Women Who Code Sofia, senior QA engineer at VMware and mentor at CoderDojo Bulgaria. She loves interacting with people and has an impressive collection of colorful scarves!
2018 is for travel

• 20 000 km
• 15+ countries
• 10+ events
2018 is for new friends

Building K, Level 2, Stand 10
New mission in 2019

To transform the testing process by making it more organized, transparent & accountable for everyone on the team!

To improve individual engineer productivity and participation!

... by providing the necessary tools via Kiwi TCMS

Building K, Level 2, Stand 10
Open Source Test Management